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SUM M ARY

Records in competition are often registered as earnings. This measure is useful but leads to
difficulties to determine the value allocated to non-earning horses, to standardize by transformation
(to a normal distribution) and to account for repeated performances. The major problem is the
existence of non optimal rules of endowment, not exactly based on the level of competitors. A new
model, assuming an underlying variable on which only the relative position (rank) of the animals is
measured, is proposed and an estimate of genetic value is obtained as the mode of a posterior density.
INTRO D U CTIO N

Choosing a good selection criterion is one of the major problems in genetic evaluation of
horses. The breeding objective is, in this paper, the ability to be successful in riding competitions
(jumping, dressage, three-day-event) or in races (trot and gallop). But how should success be
measured ? A "physical” measure of performance is not always available. Such a measure might be
racing time for races or number of faults for riding competitions. Such data are not always collected
and, furthermore, they may give a poor indication about the real level of the performance. A racing
horse must be fast but it must, above all, adapt to particular conditions prevailing in each outing. This
may explain the relatively low heritability of time performance of Thoroughbreds (Langlois, 1980a;
Hintz, 1980). In Trotter races, time per kilometer in each race or best time in life are often used
(Leroy et al.. 1989 ; Ojala, 1989 ; Katona & Distl, 1989 ; Petzold et al.. 1989 ; Klemetsdal, 1989 ;
Amason et al.. 1989) with appropriate heritability but they are only a part of the quality of the winner.
In the case of riding horse, it is difficult to assess the technical level of a jumping event. It depends
not only on the height of the obstacles but, to a greater extent, on the difficulties encountered when
approaching the obstacles and on the distance between the obstacles. None of these variables can be
easily quantified. Therefore, information provided by the ranking of horses in each event deserves
attention.
A S C A L E FO R RA N K IN G ?

Horse’s life
A horse may or may not participate to any event. Then he will participate to a variable number
of competitions. At each start, he may or not be in the first ones. If he does (for example, within the
top 4 in trotting races or in the first quarter in Jumping competitions in France), he will earn money,
i.e. he is “placed”. As shown by Langlois (1983) money reward in a given race is allocated in an
exponential way : for instance, the second horse earns half the amount of the first one, the third half
that of the second, etc... The earnings of a horse in a race is then expressed by : G = a
D with a
being the proportion of the endowment given to the winner, x the rate of decrease of earnings with
rank, k the rank of the horse in the race and D the total amount of money given in the race. For a total
number of ranked horses equal to n, the constants a and x are such that: a(l-xn)/(l-x) = 1.

AU-or-none variable
The first potential measure is the proportion of starts for which the horse is “placed” (Ojala,
1989 ; Klemetsdal, 1989 ; Arnason et al.. 1989, Hedebro et al.. 1989), or for a stallion the
percentage of horses with earnings divided by the number of horses which have participated to an
event or the total number of progeny (Ojala, 1989). This is tantamount to look at the means of a
discrete variable with value 1 for a “placed” horse and 0 otherwise. First of all, this type o f variable
should be analysed as a discrete one (Gianola & Foulley, 1983). But, in any case, such variables do
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not seem very informative, since they give the same value to any “placed” horse, whether he is a big
champion or not, although information about such differences exists.

Earnings
The most frequently used criterion related to ranking is earnings, which has good heritability
(0.15-0.30), or points allocated for a given rank (Huizinga H.A. & Van Der Meij G.J.W., 1988).
The first alternative when using earnings is to define the occurrence of the measure. Meinardus
& Bruns (1987) used only "places” and so dropped all participations without earnings. Such data
seem to be selected since it is not fair to penalize a horse with few earnings in an event and not the
horse ranked behind him which did not earn any money. This introduces the problem o f the value that
has to be attributed to non-earning horses. The most usual choice is to give them a 0 value as when
using earnings per start or total earnings (in one year or in life) since they are compared to total
earnings obtained in all races. This choice is bothersome because it will have different effecfs
according to the average level of endowment o f the discipline (the higher it is, the worse the nonplaced horses are considered). Thus, the endowment is not independent scale. Furthermore, a nonplaced horse in a difficult event with high endowment is as penalized as one in an easier event... It
should be less detrimental for the horse in the difficult event.
The second alternative is the choice of a transformation in order to have an optimal distribution
o f the variable. The most natural choice is the logarithm (Langlois, 1980b, Meinardus & Bruns,
1987) which leads to : Log(G) = Log(D) + (k-1) Log(x) + Log(a) and therefore represents a linear
function o f true ranking when D has a suitable distribution. Other transformation to different powers
were used with the same objective (square root (Ojala, 1989 ; Katona & Distl, 1989); Fourth root
(Amason, 1989); or optimal power found after a Box-Cox transformation (Klemetsdal, 1989)).
The third alternative is the choice of the duration o f an elementary performance. The natural
choice might be each start, with repetition of the performance for each start, but annual earnings are
often preferred. Theoretically, earnings per start in one year (Amason, 1989 ; Langlois, 1989 ; Ojala,
1989) should give the same evaluation as earnings at each start, but in practice it is not the case as
horses participate in a different number o f events and earn different amounts o f money in each one.
So, the evaluation will be more influenced by the regularity o f the horse with annual criteria than with
event criteria (the more regular, the better the horse). Another problem appear with total annual
earnings (Langlois, 1980b ; Katona & Distl, 1989 ; Klemetsdal, 1989) as well as life earnings
(Minkema, 1989) where earnings is not regressed on the number o f starts. The problem is now to
introduce the notion o f longevity in a criterion of success. It seems preferable to separate the two
traits, while taking into account the fact that the better the horse, the more Frequently he starts.
In any case, two problems remain. A linear function o f rank does not take into account the
number of competitors. Moreover, endowment "is the only measure o f the level o f the competition,
but may not represent the real level o f competition and depends on arbitrary rules. So, ranks must be
used but without arbitrary references. Gillespie (1971) first proposed a “performance rate” but treated
with a fixed model and without precise statistical predictor. We proposed here a new method
assuming the existence of an underlying variable.

M odel

A N E W M O D E L A S S U M IN G AN U N D E R L Y IN G V A R IA B L E

The estimation o f the animal breeding value using information on ranks is performed without
arbitrary scale. In order to analyse such data, the concept o f an existing underlying variable will be
used as in Gianola & Foulley (1983) for estimating the breeding value with categorical data and in
Henery (1981) for likelihood of outcome of a race. The horse’s "real" performance (y), which cannot
be measured, is viewed as a normal variable with expected value p. e=y-p is a normal (N(0,<re2= l))
residual variable. These assumptions are reasonable for a trait with polygenic inheritance and under
many small environmental influences. |i is modelled as the sum o f the additive breeding value of the
horse (u), nuisance environmental effects (b), and environmental effects common to all performances
o f the same horse (p): yjjr = pjj + ejjr and: pij = b| + uj + pj The vector o f parameters to be
estimated is noted © = (b', u', p')'. Only the position or rank of the performance relative to the other
horses competing in the same event is observed and form the data (Y). Inferences are based on Bayes
theorem:
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f(0 /Y ) oc g (Y /0 ) p (0 )
where p (0 ) is the prior density of 0 , g (Y /0 ) is the likelihood function and f(0 /Y ) is the posterior
density of the parameters. Proportionality holds because the marginal density of Y does not vary with

0.
Prior density
The vectors b, u and p are supposed to be mutually independent. Each o f them follows a
multivariate normal distribution : N(I5,V), N(0,G), N(0,H). Prior information about b is vague, so
V '1 —> 0. Then the prior density o f b is uniform and the posterior density o f 0 does not depend on
1$. G = A o 2u where A is the relationship matrix’ and a 2u the additive genetic variance. H is a
diagonal matrix with diagonal element equal to the variance of pj. Then :
p (0 ) «c exp(-l/2u'G 'll) exp (-l/2p ’H~'p)

Likelihood function
Given p, the performances y are conditionally independent. The probability o f obtaining the
observed ranking in an event k can be written as :
P k = Prob( yj > y 2 > ... > y („.i)> y„)
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where n is the number o f horses competing in the event k, subscripts for y and p refer to the rank in
the event and <p is the standard normal density. The likelihood function is equal to the product o f the
likelihood of each event:
m
g (Y /© )= n p k

k=l

Estimation of parameters
The posterior density of the parameters is :
m

f(0 /Y ,G ,H ) oc ( f [ P k ) Cxp(-l/2u,G ’1u) exp (-l/2p ’H p)

k=l
The parameters are estimated as the mode of this posterior density. It is more convenient to use
its logarithm L (0 ). The system which satisfies the first-order condition for the mode is not linear, so
it must be solved iteratively, for example, using a Newton-Raphson (N.R.) algorithm.At each
iteration :
W
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Details on practical computation of these derivatives are in Tavernier (1990a).

Estimation of variance components
The estimator described above is the mode o f posterior distribution of 0 conditionally on the
variance matrices G and H . The structures of theses matrices are known but not the variance
components o u^ and Op2. As suggested by Gianola et al (1986) and Foulley et al (1987a, 1987b),
when these variances are unknown, inferences on 0 can be made from the distribution
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f ( 0 / Y , a J = a „ , Cp=o^), where the variances o u2 and c p2 are replaced by the mode o f their
marginal posterior distribution. The form of the distribution of 0 / Y, ctu2, crp2 is not known but may
be approximated by a normal one (Harville & Mee, 1984). Then, the mode of the marginal posterior
distribution o f the variances can be found with the iterative scheme involving the expression, at
iteration t:
r ft+i] r
ftl
[o2f
= [( u'A 'u + tr(A *Cuu) )/co J
-uM is the solution at convergence o f the N.R. equations evaluated at o u2 = a u2 M,
• Q i u ^ is die part o f the inverse o f the matrix o f the N.R. equations at convergence corresponding to u
-0) is the n u m b er o f e le m e n ts o f u

A similar expression can be found for p. These expressions are identical to the EM algorithm
for estimation o f cru2 by REML under normality.

Application
At present, two applications have been performed. The first one used a small file o f two year
old French trotters (Tavernier, 1989). The second was on French Jumping horses in 1987
(Tavernier, 1990b). The repeatability was estimated in the latter case to be 0.29. 19798 horses were
evaluated from 6513 events and 265077 participations. There were 3 333 668 coefficients (2%).
The correlation between these estimations and logarithm of annual earnings and logarithm of annual
earnings per start were 0.75 and 0.82 respectively.
C O N C L U S IO N
Earnings remains a good criterion estimator but is only a transformation o f rank into a scale
suitable for statistical purpose. The new model of analysis of ranks is more difficult to compute but
leads to an evaluation which accounts for the place o f the horse, the number o f horses in the event,
the level o f each one o f the competitors and the total number o f events per horse, using multiple
comparisons.
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